
Madam's 2241 

Chapter 2241 I Thought It Was Qiao Nian's 'Friends' 

Qiao Nian ignored Ye Lan's messages after she found a teacher for Ye Qichen. 

 

She got up and went to take a shower. 

 

The next day. 

 

Mother Xie came looking for her. 

 

Ye Wangchuan lived in a villa area. Few outsiders came in. 

 

She did not know how Mother Xie found out about this place. 

 

Gu San saw a black private car parked outside the villa. Soon, Mother Xie got out of the car with the 

chauffeur. 

 

Having taken good care of herself and was wearing a black velvet dress with a brown shawl around her 

shoulders, her long hair elegantly tied behind her ears, she looked like she had been raised well. 

 

She walked over gracefully and, upon seeing Gu San, immediately asked politely, "May I ask if Miss Qiao 

lives here?" 

 

Gu San sized her up with a frown. "Who are you looking for?" 

 

Mother Xie suppressed her displeasure and combed her hair, then smiled and said, "I'm looking for Qiao 

Nian. Is Miss Qiao here?" 

 

"Oh, looking for Miss Qiao." Gu San had always known that Qiao Nian had many "friends" he did not 

know. 



 

Although he did not know Mother Xie's identity, he subconsciously classified her as one of Qiao Nian's 

'friends'. 

 

Hence, he was quite respectful to Mother Xie and invited her into the villa to wait. 

 

"Please come in first." 

 

At first, Mother Xie was afraid that she would not be able to enter. She did not expect things to progress 

so smoothly. She followed Gu San into the villa. 

 

Gu San arranged for her to sit on the sofa in the living room and poured her a cup of coffee. Then, he 

said politely, "Please wait. I'll call Miss Qiao." 

 

"Sorry to trouble you." Mother Xie picked up the cup and lowered her head to take a sip of coffee. 

Composed, she began to size up the villa's environment. 

 

Qin Si was the first to hear the commotion and come out of his room. 

 

The moment he came out, he saw a stranger sitting outside. 

 

She looked to be in her forties or fifties with a good temperament. One look and he could tell that she 

was not an ordinary person. 

 

He scratched his head, wondering who this person was. 

 

Ye Wangchuan happened to come out of the study at this moment. 

 

"Hey, Master Wang, who's the person sitting outside?" Qin Si immediately grabbed him and asked. 

 



Ye Wangchuan had just finished a video conference with Mo Dong and was having a headache. His eyes 

were filled with impatience as he replied lazily, "Mm?" 

 

Qin Si gestured for him to look outside. "That woman sitting on the sofa. Who is she? I've never seen her 

before." 

 

Previously, Ye Wangchuan had been the one to negotiate with the Xie family. Gu San and Qin Si had 

indeed never seen Mother Xie in person. 

 

It was normal not to know Mother Xie. 

 

However, Ye Wangchuan knew her. 

 

He looked over and saw Madam Xie sitting in the living room of the villa, looking around. His eyes turned 

cold. He did not expect her to dare to come looking for him. 

 

Qin Si asked again. magic 

 

He said coldly, "Someone from the Xie family." 

 

"Someone from the Xie family?" Qin Si immediately looked like he had eaten a fly. Extremely disgusted, 

he looked at Mother Xie and asked in a bad tone, "What is she doing here?" 

 

Who was Ye Wangchuan? He could tell at a glance what Mother Xie was up to. He sneered. "Plead for 

mercy." 

 

Qin Si was still thinking about what he meant when Ye Wangchuan strode forward. 

 

Mother Xie was originally waiting for Qiao Nian to come down, but she was getting impatient. She kept 

looking at the time on her watch and frowning, suppressing her dissatisfaction. 

Chapter 2242 Do You Know That Tianyi Wants to Send Xinyao Out of the Country? 



At this moment, she looked up and saw an additional person in the living room. Her mouth opened in 

shock and she said, "B-Bright Gate…" 

 

However, Ye Wangchuan only glanced at her from the corner of his eye, as if he did not care about her. 

He walked to the fridge, opened the door, and took out a bottle of water. 

 

Opening it, he took a sip and looked at Mother Xie as if he had just seen her. He raised his eyebrows, his 

handsome face indifferent, and asked in a playful tone, "What are you doing here?" 

 

Madam Xie felt as if someone was choking her, and she could not say a word. 

 

She knew that Qiao Nian knew the people from Bright Gate, but she did not expect the two of them to 

be living together! 

 

This… 

 

Apart from being surprised, she also had a strange feeling. She seemed to understand something when 

she thought of the girl's overly eye-catching appearance. 

 

Could it be that Qiao Nian relied on her looks to get close to Bright Gate's young boss? 

 

What about Feng Yu? 

 

Why was Feng Yu always defending her? 

 

A trace of disdain and disgust flashed across Madam Xie's eyes, but she did not dare to show it. She only 

lowered her head slightly and thought about how to resolve the awkward situation. 

 

At this moment, Gu San called Qiao Nian outside her room. magic 

 

"Miss Qiao, your friend came to look for you. She's waiting for you downstairs." 



 

The girl seemed to have just woken up. She put on her sweater. As she did not plan to go out, she did 

not wear a cap, revealing her fair and exquisite face. 

 

Qiao Nian narrowed her eyes and followed Gu San downstairs. She was a little surprised. "My friend?" 

 

"That's right." Gu San still did not know Mother Xie's identity. He thought that she was a friend Qiao 

Nian had made in the independent continent like Zhou Zhou and the others. He said happily, "She said 

that she's your friend and came to look for you." 

 

Qiao Nian did not need him to finish speaking. She had already seen Mother Xie standing up silently in 

the living room. Only coldness and surliness could be seen in her dark eyes. 

 

She did not blame Gu San. Instead, she walked over with no change in expression and asked concisely, 

"Why are you here?" 

 

Ye Wangchuan did not expect her to come down so quickly. He looked at Mother Xie again, and the 

killing intent in his eyes intensified. 

 

Mother Xie could feel his gaze. She forced herself to approach her and said politely, "Nian Nian, why 

didn't you answer my call? I've called you several times in the past two days, but I couldn't get through." 

 

Qiao Nian walked past her and walked straight to the sofa. She sat down and said lazily, interrupting the 

sense of familiarity the other party was trying to fake, "Oh, I've blacklisted you." 

 

Mother Xie's well-maintained face immediately turned red. After a while, she pinched her palm and 

forced herself to say, "You don't have to be like this. We're all family. I don't have any ill intentions…" 

 

No matter how slow Gu San was, he still realized that something was wrong. 

 

He seemed to have made a mistake. 

 



Gu San was no longer as polite as before. With a straight face, he stood quietly behind Qiao Nian and 

looked down at Mother Xie with an unfriendly expression. 

 

Impatient, Qiao Nian looked at her directly. "Why are you here? If you have something to say, just say it. 

If there's nothing, I don't have time to host you." 

 

She still patiently exchanged a few words with Mother Xie only because of Xie Tingyun and Nan Tianyi. 

 

Otherwise, she might not even do that. 

 

Mother Xie took a deep breath and forced a fake smile on her face, then forced herself to say, "You, 

have you heard that Tianyi is going to send Xinyao overseas?" 

Chapter 2243 I've Checked, You Didn't Have a Mother Growing Up 

Nan Tianyi wanted to send Xie Xinyao out of the country? 

 

Qiao Nian was slightly stunned. This was the first time she heard about this. 

 

The main reason was that she had been too busy these few days. After she was done with the research 

institute, she was still busy making medicine and teaching Chen Chen some basic programming. 

 

She did not care much about what happened in the independent continent. 

 

Nan Tianyi had never mentioned this to her. 

 

Although Qiao Nian did not know about this before, she only looked at Mother Xie with her dark eyes 

and said coldly, "So?" 

 

So what? 

 

Mother Xie could no longer maintain her fake smile. 



 

She looked at the "culprit" in front of her. If not for Xie Xinyao's sake, she might not have been able to 

hold back the hatred and dissatisfaction in her heart. 

 

"Nian Nian, you've known Xinyao for so long, and you know her personality. She knows her mistake and 

has been crying to me for the past few days. She wants me to apologize to you." 

 

Mother Xie carefully looked at the girl sitting on the sofa and asked in a low voice, "Can you forgive her? 

She doesn't have any bad intentions. She was deceived by Ji Ziyin. You've already taught Ji Ziyin a lesson. 

Tingyun is also fine. She even benefited from the disaster and underwent surgery successfully…" 

 

The more Mother Xie spoke, the more resentful and indignant she became. 

 

She gritted her teeth and said, "Nian Nian, this is all because of Ji Ziyin! 

 

"Ji Ziyin was only expelled from the First Research Institute. Xinyao was just deceived. Not only will she 

be expelled from the First Research Institute, but she will also be sent out of the independent 

continent… Do you think that's fair?" 

 

At first, Qiao Nian could still listen patiently on Xie Tingyun's account. However, she grew more and 

more frustrated as she was provoked by Mother Xie's righteous excuses. 

 

She said nothing. 

 

However, Mother Xie thought that Qiao Nian was in the wrong and could not speak because she was 

right. 

 

She tried again. Her eyes were already red, and she was about to wipe her tears. "Nian Nian, I've 

checked. You didn't have a mother growing up, so you don't know how much a mother loves her 

children. I feel terrible when I see Xinyao not eating or sleeping well these past few days and losing 

weight. Listen to me and forgive Xinyao, okay? Tianyi might not listen to others, but if it's you, he will 

definitely let her off." 

 



This time, Nan Tianyi was determined to teach Xie Xinyao a lesson. Madam Xie tried to plead with him, 

but Nan Tianyi's attitude was very unyielding. Old Madam was so angry that her blood pressure soared 

and she was almost sent to the hospital. 

 

However, Nan Tianyi still did not change his mind. 

 

Xie Yun was even more unwilling to help. 

 

Seeing that her daughter was about to be chased out of the independent continent, Mother Xie had no 

choice but to disregard her dignity and plead for leniency. 

 

However, she had been pampered for too long. Even if she was asking for help, her tone still carried a 

commanding tone. It was as if Xie Xinyao was innocent and Qiao Nian was heartless! 

 

"You're done talking?" 

 

Ye Wangchuan suddenly spoke before Qiao Nian could say anything. 

 

Mother Xie felt uneasy. She wiped the corners of her eyes, lowered her head, and said reluctantly, "I…" 

 

She did not dare to provoke Ye Wangchuan, but she felt that at least she and Qiao Nian had a 

relationship with Xie Tingyun. Qiao Nian would not do anything to her, an 'elder'. 

 

Mother Xie quickly looked in the girl's direction, as if telling Qiao Nian to protect her. magic 

 

Qiao Nian could not help but smile. Her eyes were dry as she licked the corner of her mouth and was 

about to speak. 

 

Ye Wangchuan stuffed a bottle of water into her arms. "Ignore her." 

Chapter 2244 Returning to Beijing on Saturday 

? 



 

Qiao Nian was originally furious, but a bottle of water suddenly appeared in her arms. The coldness 

actually relaxed her tense nerves. 

 

She was silent for a moment. Ye Wangchuan took this opportunity to instruct Gu San, "Chase her out." 

 

"Yes, Master Wang." 

 

Gu San couldn't wait any longer. He walked to Mother Xie expressionlessly and gestured. "Please." 

 

Mother Xie had yet to achieve her goal, so how could she be willing to leave? 

 

She panicked and wanted to go past Gu San to grab Qiao Nian's hand, but Gu San stopped her. 

 

Mother Xie's heart sank. Not caring less about her face, she said in a panic, "Nian Nian, Xinyao can't be 

chased out of the independent continent. Have you thought about how she's going to live alone 

outside?! She…" 

 

Ye Wangchuan's deep eyes were cold. "Gu San, what are you waiting for?" 

 

Damn, Master Wang is angry. 

 

Gu San did not dare to delay any longer. He grabbed Mother Xie and walked out. "If you don't want Xie 

Xinyao to die more miserably, I advise you to shut up!" 

 

Anxious, Mother Xie refused to leave and kept struggling. 

 

Before she was dragged out, Qiao Nian suddenly stood up, looked at her, and said calmly, "I didn't have 

a Mom growing up, but I don't want to understand what you mean by 'a mother's love for her children'." 

 



Mother Xie gritted her teeth. She was about to speak. 

 

"No matter what kind of love it is, it's not as noble as life. Xie Xinyao knows best what she did… If she 

didn't, I believe Uncle Nan wouldn't be doing this." magic 

 

Qiao Nian kept quiet after she finished speaking. 

 

Gu San looked down and pulled the stunned Mother Xie out, not giving her a chance to continue 

pestering Qiao Nian. 

 

Qin Si's furrowed brows slowly relaxed after the outsider was chased out. He gently patted the girl's 

shoulder and smiled to liven up the atmosphere. "Sister Qiao, ignore her. She can't teach her daughter 

well and even made her feel superior. So what if she's a mother? If I want to be a mother, I can… cough 

cough… I don't think I can. 

 

"But even if I have a daughter, I won't raise her to be like this. She makes it seem like everyone should 

give in to her daughter! What right does she have to be thick-skinned?" Qin Si suppressed his anger. 

 

F*ck, she even said that Sister Qiao had no mother growing up. So what if she didn't have a mother? Xie 

Xinyao had a mother, but it was not as if her mother educated her well. 

 

In comparison, even if Sister Qiao grew up without a mother, she was better than anyone else! 

 

At the very least, she had good values. 

 

She was much more upright than Xie Xinyao! 

 

Even until now, Xie Xinyao had probably not apologized to her auntie properly. She always hid behind 

her parents. 

 

Such a person was once a member of the Level 8 laboratory. 

 



It was ridiculous just thinking about it. 

 

Ye Wangchuan did not mention this. He walked over and unscrewed the cap for the girl, then handed 

the bottle back to her and lowered his head to look at her with gentle eyes. "I heard from Chen Chen 

that you're going back to Beijing?" 

 

Qin Si was caught off guard and only wanted to poke his eyes blind seeing how loving they were. Then, 

he immediately pricked up his ears and leaned forward. "Sister Qiao, you're going back? When?" 

 

Qiao Nian took the water from him, took a sip, then said coolly, "Saturday." 

 

"Saturday?" Qin Si rubbed his chin and pondered. "Zhang Yang's mother's birthday banquet is on 

Saturday. Do you want to go?" 

 

Qiao Nian had previously said that she would not go if she didn't have time. 

 

She pondered for a moment and placed the water bottle on the table. "We'll see." 

Chapter 2245 Sorry, You Still Need to Line Up 

Ye Wangchuan took a strawberry and handed it to the girl. "I'll go back with you." 

 

Qiao Nian glanced at him, but Ye Wangchuan calmly gave an all-purpose excuse. "I'll send Chen Chen 

back." 

 

"…" 

 

Qiao Nian did not say anything else. She retracted her gaze and tacitly agreed that he would go back 

with her. 

 

* * * 

 

Feng Yu had heard from somewhere that Qiao Nian was leaving and called her out to meet. 



 

In a cafe in the Intercontinental Hotel. 

 

Feng Yu arrived first. 

 

Qiao Nian and Ye Wangchuan arrived later. 

 

Feng Yu was not surprised to see the two of them. After they sat down, he ordered two cups of coffee. 

Then, Ye Wangchuan ordered another cup of orange juice. 

 

Soon, two cups of coffee and a cup of orange juice were delivered. 

 

Ye Wangchuan placed the coffee on his side and naturally placed the cup of orange juice in front of the 

girl, saying gently, "Drink this." 

 

"Mm." 

 

Qiao Nian picked up the glass and took a sip from the straw as if she was used to him interfering with 

her daily life. 

 

Feng Yu saw this scene and knew what to do. 

 

He did not drink the coffee. Instead, he ordered a cup of Maofeng tea. The tea leaves floated in the 

white porcelain cup, looking very poetic. 

 

Feng Yu's white hair was combed neatly behind his head, revealing a face that was not outstanding but 

was extremely calm and wise. 

 

He picked up the teacup and lowered his head to take a sip of tea, then put the cup back down and 

looked at the girl. He slowly asked, "Nian Nian, you're going back to Beijing on Saturday? Are you sure?" 

 



Qiao Nian was very familiar with him. Relaxed, she leaned lazily in her seat and supported her head with 

her hand. Her baseball cap was lowered, revealing only her beautiful dark eyes. "Yes, I'll go back and see 

the Old Master." 

 

Feng Yu looked at her. 

 

Qiao Nian leaned back and slowly said, "The elders at home are not in good health. I haven't been back 

for a few months. I'll go back to take a look at them. 

 

"I also have some things to take care of." 

 

The chip project between Tian Chen and the Beijing Research Institute still needed her help. Qin Si could 

hand it over to Lu Zhi, but with Lu Zhi's dog-like personality, Qin Si probably could not get it done. 

Therefore, Qiao Nian initially thought that she would go back personally and hand it over to Jiang 

Zongjin and Liang Conglin to save the two parties time. magic 

 

Feng Yu did not ask her what it was about. He only nodded and said, "Have you thought about the 

matter of my successor?" 

 

Qiao Nian did not expect him to mention this with Ye Wangchuan around. She looked at him and 

pondered. "I'm still thinking about it." 

 

Feng Yu smiled and scolded her jokingly, "Do you know how many people are begging for this position?" 

 

Qiao Nian glanced at him and lazily replied, "Do you know how many people are begging me to take 

over after them?" 

 

She meant it as a joke. 

 

However, Ye Wangchuan could not help but smile. He picked up the coffee cup and took a sip. Putting it 

down, he said elegantly, "She's right. A few people are waiting in Beijing alone. Cheng Feng Corporation, 

Master Nie, Mr. Huang, and Master Cheng… Well, if you want to come, you'll probably have to queue." 

 



"…" 

 

Feng Yu's temples were bulging. He glared at Ye Wangchuan angrily and wanted to scold him. However, 

he endured it because of his status. 

 

Coincidentally, Qiao Nian received a call from Jiang Li at this moment. She stood up and said to the two 

of them, "I'll go take this call." 

 

Feng Yu happened to have something to say to Ye Wangchuan, so he generously waved his hand. "Go." 

 

Qiao Nian went out to take the call. 

Chapter 2246 Feng Yu: I Want to Take Her to See The People From the Reclusive Family 

Feng Yu waited for her to walk away before retracting his gaze. He leisurely picked up his teacup and 

lowered his head to take another sip of tea. He looked up at the outstanding man in front of him, his 

gaze filled with inquiry and discussion. "You heard it too. I plan to let Nian Nian inherit my position. My 

position at the First Research Institute is not easy to hold. I want to introduce her to Martin when the 

both of you come back. What do you think?" 

 

The Bright Gate had a certain connection with the reclusive family. 

 

This was also one of the reasons why Feng Yu wanted to discuss it with him. 

 

He believed that Ye Wangchuan would not harm Qiao Nian. 

 

Feng Yu pinched the edge of the cup with his fingers and rubbed them repeatedly. It could be seen that 

he had been thinking about this question for a long time. His old eyes were slightly sharp. "Once she 

becomes my successor, she will face these people sooner or later. In that case, I want her to deal with 

them as soon as possible so that she won't be flustered in the future…" 

 

"Dean, she hasn't agreed to be your successor." 

 



Ye Wangchuan's aura was no longer suppressed now that Qiao Nian left. His aura was no weaker than 

Feng Yu's, and he even seemed to suppress him. 

 

He had an outstanding temperament and was young and promising. magic 

 

Feng Yu did not dare to underestimate him. 

 

However, Ye Wangchuan's words still angered him. He gritted his teeth and said angrily, "Cut it out. It's 

fine if you don't want to take over. It wasn't easy for me to find a successor. Stop cursing me here." 

 

Furious, Feng Yu helplessly lowered his eyes and sighed. "I'm already so old. How many more decades 

do you think I have left?" 

 

Ye Wangchuan restrained his frivolous expression and pondered for a moment before saying, "I was just 

joking. Don't take it to heart." 

 

A bitter smile appeared on Feng Yu's lips, but he did not take it to heart. "I know you're joking. I'm 

serious. I can't hold on for much longer. The First Research Institute needs a successor sooner or later. I 

can't hand it to the Ji and Xie families to inherit. Otherwise, the First Research Institute will change… I 

need a capable person to inherit the research institute. In other words, it's also to protect the research 

institute." 

 

Actually, it was not that Qiao Nian needed the First Research Institute, but that the First Research 

Institute needed Qiao Nian's protection. 

 

Otherwise, a hundred years later, the First Research Institute would definitely be eaten up by the 

various large factions of the independent continent! 

 

While he was still around, he could still rely on his good relationship with the reclusive family to make 

these people wary. But what would happen to the research institute after he left? 

 

Therefore, he needed Qiao Nian as his successor. 

 



Ye Wangchuan was a smart person. He understood Feng Yu's plan in a few words. He raised his 

eyebrows and looked at him deeply before giving his own suggestion. "If you want her to inherit the 

research institute, you have to give her enough time. Don't keep asking. If she's willing to take over, 

she'll tell you. If you keep asking, it'll prolong her thinking." 

 

Feng Yu fell into deep thought. 

 

The girl returned at this moment. 

 

Sitting back in her seat, seeing that Feng Yu was thinking about something, she asked curiously, "What 

were you guys talking about?" 

 

Ye Wangchuan handed her a tissue paper and glanced at Feng Yu, then calmly changed the topic. 

"Nothing. What did Jiang Li say to you?" 

Chapter 2247 Why Is It Her Again? I Don't Want To Answer It At All 

"Oh." Qiao Nian did not care what they were talking about. After sitting down, she placed her phone on 

the table and said casually, "He knows that I'm going back on Saturday and asked me what time my 

plane is landing. He'll come to the airport to pick me up." 

 

At this point, the girl rubbed her temples and felt a headache. 

 

She was not even departing from Rao City. How could she let Jiang Li pick her up? 

 

"I told him I'd send him a message when I arrived. I told him to meet me at Rhine." 

 

Rhine was where Ye Wangchuan lived in Beijing. 

 

She planned to go back first and take the things before visiting Old Master Jiang. 

 

Since Jiang Li was going to look for her, they could go together. 

 



"When are you coming back?" Feng Yu asked after thinking it through. 

 

Qiao Nian supported her head with her hand and thought. She did not give him an accurate time. "I'll 

see how it goes." 

 

"If things go well, I'll be back in a week. If things don't go well, it might take some more time. I'll be back 

in 10 days to half a month at most." 

 

Feng Yu smiled and nodded. "Then, I'll wait for you to come back before asking you if you've considered 

it." 

 

Qiao Nian's head spun. 

 

Fortunately, Feng Yu knew when to stop. He did not insist on it and changed the topic. "By the way, be 

careful when you go back these few days. Ji Ziyin came to look for me again a few days ago. She doesn't 

look like she has given up." 

 

Ji Ziyin's goal in entering the First Research Institute was to enter the Level 8 laboratory. If everything 

went smoothly, she would eventually be valued and nurtured as Feng Yu's successor. 

 

Now that she had been expelled from the First Research Institute, she was even more eager to chase 

after Feng Yu. It was obvious that she had not given up on the path of the successor. 

 

Anyone with a discerning eye could tell who Feng Yu had chosen as his successor. 

 

Since Ji Ziyin was unwilling to give up, she might cause more trouble. 

 

"I think she came prepared this time…" Feng Yu frowned, seeming to be deep in thought. 

 

Qiao Nian had never taken a person like Ji Ziyin seriously. However, Feng Yu kindly reminded her, so she 

nodded. "I understand." 

 



The three of them chatted for a while. 

 

It was time for lunch. 

 

Ye Wangchuan treated them to a meal. 

 

Feng Yu did not stand on ceremony with him and even called Shi Fu over. magic 

 

Shi Fu brought Cao Yanhua and Han Cheng with him. 

 

The lunch turned into a table full of people. 

 

Shi Fu did not say much when he heard that Qiao Nian was going back. He only instructed her to be 

careful on the way and call him when she returned. 

 

Cao Yanhua asked more questions and even said that he wanted to get Qiao Nian some local specialties 

for her to bring back to her relatives and friends. 

 

After the meal, Qiao Nian and Ye Wangchuan returned to the villa. 

 

Feng Yu and Shi Fu still had something to discuss, so they asked Cao Yanhua and the rest to return to the 

laboratory first. 

 

Cao Yanhua received a call from Ji Ziyin the moment the two of them walked out of the hotel. 

 

He stopped in his tracks, a look of obvious hesitation on his face. 

 

"What's wrong?" Han Cheng walked in front. Seeing that he suddenly stopped walking, he also stopped 

and leaned over to look at the caller ID on his cell phone. 

 



Ji Ziyin's name jumped on the phone screen. 

 

Han Cheng frowned. "It's her again. Aren't you going to answer it?" 

 

"I don't really want to." Cao Yanhua minimized his contact with Ji Ziyin ever since he rejected her last 

time. Now, Ji Ziyin called him again. His eyebrows twitched, and he did not want to pick it up at all. 

 

However, everyone was from the independent continent's circle, so he could not make it too obvious. 

He could only walk to the side and say to Han Cheng, "Forget it. I'll pick it up and see what she has to 

say." 

Chapter 2248 Sister Nian's Mother's Notebook Fell Into Ji Ziyin's Hands 

On the other side, in a villa area in the independent continent. 

 

"I see. I also want to ask Senior Brother Cao out for a meal. Several acquaintances from the research 

institute are coming over. Senior Brother Dai and the others are all here." magic 

 

The beautiful woman with an outstanding aura lowered her eyes. Her eyelashes fluttered slightly as she 

restrained her displeasure and said regretfully, "Since Senior Brother Cao is not free that day, I won't 

disturb you anymore." 

 

The person on the other end of the call seemed to be itching to hang up on her. He immediately found 

an excuse to say goodbye to her. 

 

The corners of Ji Ziyin's mouth lowered. Her eyes were filled with sharpness as she hummed elegantly. 

"Mm, goodbye." 

 

Cao Yanhua hung up. 

 

Her expression changed when she heard the beeping sound. She suddenly smashed the cell phone on 

the ground, her chest heaving up and down. She was furious. 

 



Ji Xiao knew that things were not going smoothly upon seeing her reaction. "Cao Yanhua refused to 

come?" 

 

"He only acknowledges Qiao Nian now. Why would he care about me?" Ji Ziyin's tone was obviously 

sour. 

 

After suppressing her jealousy, she walked around the room, then suddenly stopped in front of Ji Xiao 

and said, "Fewer and fewer people still keep in touch with me ever since I was chased out of the 

research institute. If this continues, there will be fewer and fewer people I can ask out…" 

 

How could Ji Ziyin bear to ruin the social network that she had painstakingly built? 

 

However, reality was cruel. 

 

Not to mention that fewer and fewer people in the research institute were willing to bother with her, 

even in the family… Her status plummeted as Ji Hongfeng began to learn from Master Yu and the rest. 

The Ji family's internal departments also increasingly disregarded her and almost tacitly agreed that she 

was eliminated from the heir race. 

 

Ji Ziyin suppressed the anger in her heart and suddenly closed her eyes. 

 

From the age of five, she was chosen to enter the main family and learn from a famous teacher. From a 

side branch, she had put in a lot of effort to reach where she was today. 

 

How could she let her 20 years of hard work go to waste! 

 

She did not want to go back to the past… 

 

She wanted to be above others! 

 



How could Ji Xiao not know that the current situation was especially disadvantageous to him? He stood 

up and placed his hand on Ji Ziyin's shoulder. He patted it gently and said with a sinister expression, 

"Didn't you get that notebook from that old thing?" 

 

The old thing he was talking about was Ji Hongyuan. 

 

"Think about it from another perspective. If Qiao Nian hadn't been too arrogant and forced that old 

thing into a corner, he wouldn't have been willing to give you his secret notebook." 

 

Ji Xiao's eyes flickered with exuberant ambition as he said in a low voice, "As long as we have this 

notebook… It's only a matter of time before we turn the tables." 

 

The once most glorious Level 8 laboratory members all had a notebook to record their own 

experiments. Xie Tingyun gave hers to Qiao Nian. 

 

Gu Hengbo was a thief. He kept his notebook tightly and did not give it to anyone. He did not even 

mention it. 

 

None of these people's notebooks were the most precious… 

 

In fact, the most precious one was from a name that very few people in the independent continent 

knew—Ji Qing. 

 

Ji Qing's notebook was a priceless treasure. 

 

Countless precious experiments were recorded on it. Any one of them was enough for the people of the 

independent continent to go crazy. 

 

However, this notebook was long gone. 

 

No one would have thought that Ji Qing's notebook had always been in Ji Hongyuan's hands. That time, 

Ji Hongyuan gave the notebook to Ji Ziyin… This was also why Ji Ziyin could still maintain her composure. 



Chapter 2249 She Wants to Be the Successor of the First Research Institute 

Ji Xiao patted her shoulder and comforted her silently. "We'll make them regret it sooner or later!" 

 

Ji Ziyin thought of the notebook she had just obtained not long ago and clenched her fists. A smile finally 

appeared as she adjusted the hair by her ear and said softly, "That's right. People won't be lucky forever. 

So you have to keep a low profile, lest you don't have a place to cry when you're unlucky." 

 

She was determined to be the successor of the First Research Institute! 

 

Why should Qiao Nian compete with her… 

 

No one was worthy of competing with her! 

 

* * * 

 

Saturday. 

 

At the airport. 

 

Qiao Nian and Ye Wangchuan were going back. 

 

Gu San and Qin Si planned to go back with them. 

 

Mo Dong and Mo Xi came to send them off. When they arrived at the airport, Mo Dong parked the car. 

Mo Xi quickly got out and quickly helped the two of them get their luggage. 

 

Qiao Nian and Ye Wangchuan did not bring much. Qiao Nian only brought a black shoulder bag. Mo Xi 

held it lightly and realized it did not weigh much. There was probably only a laptop and two outfits 

inside. She did not bring anything else. 

 



Ye Wangchuan only had a small dark blue suitcase. It did not look heavy and probably did not have much 

in it. 

 

Mo Xi dragged their things over and said, "Master Wang, Miss Qiao, let me send you in." 

 

"Let me do it." Qiao Nian reached out to him, indicating that he did not have to carry her bag. 

 

Mo Xi was about to say that he should do it when Ye Wangchuan glanced at him. Mo Xi understood it in 

an instant and silently returned the bag to the girl. 

 

At the same time, he said worriedly, "Miss Qiao, I can help you carry your bag. It's not heavy." 

 

"It's fine. I'm used to doing it myself." Qiao Nian carried her shoulder bag on her shoulder and put one 

hand in her pocket. Coincidentally, her cell phone rang at this moment. She took it out and took a look, 

then said to the two of them, "I'll take this call." 

 

Gu San and Qin Si went to the trunk to get their luggage. 

 

The two of them had a lot of luggage. 

 

Especially since Qin Si had bought a lot of specialties from the independent continent. He planned to 

bring them back and give them to his friends and family. 

 

He had already packed three suitcases and was holding many bags in his hand. He panted as he finally 

caught up with the others. His sharp eyes saw the girl walking to the side. He dragged his suitcase and 

quickly followed her, then asked the outstanding young man standing there, "Master Wang, where is 

Sister Qiao going?" 

 

"It's a call from the Jiang Family," Ye Wangchuan replied concisely. Then, he ignored him and entered 

the airport first. 

 

Qin Si was still hesitating if he should wait for Qiao Nian to return or follow her. 



 

Ye Wangchuan returned after a while with two cups of hot cocoa. 

 

It was obvious that he had bought it for Qiao Nian. 

 

Qin Si's eyes burned. He stared at one of the cups and licked his lips. He knew that he was asking for a 

rebuff, but he still shamelessly asked, "Master Wang, what a coincidence. How did you know that I was 

thirsty?" 

 

Ye Wangchuan glanced at him ruthlessly. "Go buy it yourself." magic 

 

Qin Si shouted, but unfortunately, no one paid attention to him. 

 

Ye Qichen also had a small suitcase, but he was very cool. Without asking the adults for help, he carried 

his suitcase out of the car himself. 

 

With Qiao Nian around, he was obedient, sensible, and adorable. 

 

As soon as Qiao Nian walked away to answer the call, he instantly returned to his original self. He 

showed his dislike to everyone and did not talk to them. 

 

Squatting down, Ye Wangchuan handed him one of the cups of hot cocoa, raised his eyebrows, and said, 

"Yours. Take it." 

Chapter 2250 Sister Nian Is Going Back to Beijing 

Ye Qichen looked at him and pursed his lips. Seeing the other can in his hand, he silently reached out to 

take it. Holding the warm can, he lowered his eyelashes and finally became obedient for once. He said in 

a low voice, "Thank you, Uncle." 

 

Ye Wangchuan clicked his tongue. He couldn't be bothered to see him so obedient, so he opened the 

tab of the can for him and handed the hot cocoa to him again. 

 



Ye Qichen took a small sip and looked in the direction the girl had just left. He looked distracted and 

wished he could follow Qiao Nian. 

 

Fortunately, Qiao Nian returned quickly. 

 

As soon as she did, Mo Dong also got out of the car and said, "Miss Qiao, let me send you in." magic 

 

Mo Xi also nodded at the side. 

 

Qiao Nian looked at the time. "There's no time. We can just go in." 

 

She paused and glanced at them, then said in a low voice, "Wait for me to come back." 

 

"Alright." Mo Dong and Mo Xi were not conflicted. Seeing that they were indeed running out of time, 

they did not insist on carrying their luggage for them. 

 

Mo Xi was more tactful and eloquent. "We'll wait for Miss Qiao to come back." 

 

They talked about Qiao Nian the entire time and almost forgot who the real master of the Bright Gate 

was. 

 

Even if Ye Wangchuan was Buddhist and he did not care about this, seeing that the two of them had 

completely forgotten about his existence and only said goodbye to Qiao Nian, his eyebrows could not 

help but twitch. 

 

Fortunately, Mo Xi and Mo Dong also waved them goodbye. 

 

Qiao Nian and the others entered the airport and prepared to board the plane. 

 

Along the way, her cell phone kept ringing. Zhou Zhou, Feng Yu, Shen Qingfeng, and even Old Madam 

Shen were asking her if she had boarded the plane. 



 

Ye Wangchuan saw that she was reading messages as she walked. He took her bag and stuffed the can 

of hot cocoa into her hand, then said softly, "There's a signal on the plane. Don't play with your phone 

when walking. There's still time to reply to them after getting on the plane." 

 

Qiao Nian was startled by the hot can. She looked up and saw a certain someone holding her bag 

naturally. The corners of her lips curled up. 

 

Although she did not say anything, it was rare for her to be obedient and stop playing. 

 

She stuffed her cell phone back into her pocket, opened the can, and took a sip. There was an 

indescribable coolness around her. Even though she was wearing a baseball cap that covered most of 

her face, she still attracted attention as she walked into the airport. 

 

Ye Wangchuan noticed a few gazes on her and blocked them. 

 

With a helpless expression, he said in a low and hoarse voice, "Goddess Qiao, when can you stop 

attracting attention like this?" 

 

"Huh?" Qiao Nian did not hear him clearly at first. It took her a second to understand what he was 

saying. She immediately raised her eyebrows and looked over in surprise. "I'm attracting attention?" 

 

Under her gaze, Ye Wangchuan's eyes burned with a deep and gentle light. "Isn't that so?" 

 

Qiao Nian held the can and frowned for a long time before squeezing out, "Mind your own business!" 

 

She did not seem to be half as attractive as him. 

 

Every time he appeared, people's eyes would be glued to him. He actually had the cheek to say that she 

was the one attracting attention! 

 



At the very least, she did not provoke Zhou Wei or Li Wei… In comparison, he was clearly more capable 

of causing trouble. 

 


